
Coronavirus
Meeting Guide for UK Accountants

Suggested meeting agenda with guidance notes to 
help accountants develop a Coronavirus plan.
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Background
The business world has been caught off guard by the Coronavirus. Many accounting firms 

have Business Continuity Plans (BCP) but they have been focussed on cybersecurity and 

computer viruses, not a human virus that could impact their workforce. 

At the time of publishing this guide (9th March), Coronavirus looks set to have an impact on 

businesses across the world. The combination of an oil price collapse and Coronavirus saw 

the US stock market suspended trading while the UK Stock Market crash by 7.7%, wiping off 

£1234bn off the value of London’s top listed companies. In the accounting profession, we 

have seen QuickBooks “Connect” in the UK cancelled effecting 7,000 guests, 50 speakers 

and 80 exhibitors. 

This resource has been designed to help your firm create a plan to reduce risk, financial cost, 

and explore if there is an opportunity to support your clients by helping them respond to 

their challenges, issues and problems around Coronavirus. An example is NatWest bank 

who have pledged £5n support package which is circa 12% of annual profits.

At Agendali, we urge you to get together and use the power and wisdom of your team by 

having a Coronavirus Impact Review. This guide includes a suggested agenda. This is also 

an opportunity to review or develop your BCP.

Remember, every meeting is an opportunity to build a team, to develop relationships and 

to forge bonds which underpin your firm’s culture. 
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Introduction
This resource is to support a meeting designed to help a team agree on a short-term tactical 

plan to support the UK government's objective to minimise and slow down the spread of 

Coronavirus to reduce pressure on the NHS. 

The conversation includes time to gain a shared understanding of the problem, but focuses 

primarily on listing and evaluating possible solutions and the creation of a short-term action 

plan.

Use this guide and the meeting agenda to answer the question:

“What are we going to do about Coronavirus right now?”

The agenda and guide are not intended for use if the situation turns into an emergency, and 

it is crucial that follow-up meetings are scheduled. We recommend there is a 30-minute 

weekly Coronavirus report and review meeting.

Purpose
The purpose of this meeting is to create a Coronavirus action plan to:

    Protect the health of our employees and clients

    Reduce risk and financial impact of Coronavirus on the practice

    Explore if there is an opportunity to provide additional support to clients

    Support the government's objective to minimise and slow down the spread to reduce 
    pressure on the NHS

    Explore if there is an opportunity to provide support to the community

About 
The firm will come together in a meeting:

    Duration - 60 to 90 minutes

    Attendees - Dependant on the size of the firm

    Preparation - Appoint someone to produce and circulate a Coronavirus situation report



Meeting Agenda
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Topic 1 – Introduction
    State the purpose of the meeting, to create a Coronavirus action plan to:

        Reduce risk and financial impact 

        Support the government's objective to minimise and slow down the spread to 
        reduce pressure on the NHS

        Explore if there is an opportunity to provide additional support to clients

        Explore if there is an opportunity to provide support to the community

    Review the situation report using the prompt questions

    Get agreement of the level of risk to the practice

Topic 2 – Employees
    Our duty of care

        Self-isolate

        Advise of sick pay

        Encourage employees taking sick days

    Consider a remote working policy

    Policy client visits

        Encourage video meetings  

        No shaking hands 

    Policy on events

        Defer non-essential training

        Reduce attendees

        Do not attend and book 1-2-1 demos 
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Topic 3 – Clients
    Advise clients of the firm’s Coronavirus plans

        Fewer face to face meetings

        Use of video calls

        Courier papers rather than drop off

    Offer Coronavirus support

        Blog posts and newsletter

        Webinar

        1-2-1 impact reviews (see appendix)

Topic 4 – IT & Cybersecurity
Remote working and cybersecurity is a topical subject. In an effort to do the right thing by 
having people work at home to limit the impact of Coronavirus, you may create a bigger 
problem; home working environments are likely to be insecure and not risk assessed, e.g. 
home Wi-Fi and sharing of work devices with family members.    

    What IT is required?

        Hardware

        Remote working

        Video conferencing

    What data security risks need to be addressed and managed?

Topic 5 – Marketing & Business Development   
    Events and exhibitions

        Switch seminars for webinars

    Budget and resource

        Do we need to step up our investment?
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Topic 6 – Purpose
    What can we do to support the community?

        Sector

        Town or region

        Accounting profession

Topic 7 – Financial Impact
Cashflow management is key.    

    Consider the impact of

        Clients paying slower

        Bad debts

        Fewer new clients

        Risk of clients moving to lower-priced competitors 

        Clients asking for lower prices because profits are hit

    Look at client payment terms

        Offer clients time to pay

        Use Premium Credit

    Expenditure 

        Delay capital purchases

        Finance all capital purchases 

        Avoid discretionary costs

    Contact your bank

        Loan holidays

        Overdraft 

    Alternative funding for the practice

        Capitalise

        Premium Credit
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Topic 8 – Actions
    Agreed actions

        To do or project

        Person

        Deadline/timeline

    Notes

        Who is producing notes?  

        When and how are they to be circulated?

    The date for next review
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Include these questions on the report and distribute it to all participants before the meeting 

so they can prepare.

Meetings that include discussions around challenges, issues and problems facing the practice 

can be intense and draining. The participants will need to consume information, ideas and 

participate in brainstorming - each will demand a different kind of collaboration.

Depending on the number of participants, their role in the practice and their strengths, 

consider having different people facilitating each agenda item. For example, your head of HR 

could lead the discussion on employees.

If that doesn’t apply to your meeting, then appoint one person to be responsible for facilitating 

the meeting and keeping it running so you cover all topics in the allotted time. You need at 

least one attendee to take responsibility for capturing notes and documenting the action 

plan at the end. These will need to be sent to anyone who needs to be informed afterwards. 

Preparing for the Meeting
Book a 60 to 90-minute meeting with at least one day’s notice.  

It is recommended to keep the group small and only invite people who are directly responsible

and/or impacted by Coronavirus. Depending on the size of practice this could be the partners

/directors or the heads of departments including HR, marketing, business development, 

operations as well as finance and IT.

The person calling the meeting can either prepare a Coronavirus Situation Report and allocate 

this as pre-meeting work for the attendee who is most familiar with the problem to prepare 

the situation report.

The situation report should be short and factual with no personal opinions. Use these 

“prompt questions” to help create the report:

    What has happened so far?

    What makes Coronavirus an urgent issue?

    What does the UK government recommend?

    What do the accounting professional bodies recommend? 

    What are accounting firms doing?

    What are the top three challenges with Coronavirus?
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Leading the Meeting
Introduction

Start the meeting by thanking the participants for giving their time at short notice. 

Set expectations. For example, you could say “This meeting has been called so that we can 

create a plan to reduce the risk and financial cost of Coronavirus on our practice and clients. 

Our response will also support the government's objective to minimise and slow down the 

spread with agreed actions to respond to the Coronavirus outbreak to reduce pressure on

the NHS”. 

Continue the introduction by making sure everyone has read the situation report. Review 

the prompt questions together until everyone understands the potential impact.

Topics

Run through sections 2 to 7 starting with introducing the topic and if relevant, the person 

who will lead the topic discussion.

Encourage all participants to actively discuss each topic to generate ideas and agree on 

actions. If ideas need to be generated, give everyone a few minutes. Ask people to write 

down their idea or consider using sticky notes (one idea per note). Get everyone to share 

ideas and group together the same or similar ideas. If you have a whiteboard, add the 

ideas for discussion.

Remind the team of the firm’s core values - this will make it easier to make decisions. 

QuickBooks have values which include “caring” and “being decisive” which supported their 

decision to cancel QuickBooks Connect in the UK.
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Actions

When all topics have been discussed it’s time to get specific. 

Write down the agreed actions for each topic required to implement the firm’s Coronavirus 

plan. For each task, agree on the due date with the person who is responsible for that action. 

Only one person should be assigned to a task. And, one person should be responsible for 

making sure all the actions get completed before the follow-up meeting. 
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Coronavirus is having an economic impact and it’s highly likely there will be some negative 

effect on accountants and their clients. Some industries may benefit but most will experience 

some level of challenge.

Use the agenda and guidance notes to have a positive and productive meeting, and 

remember, in times of trouble people come together. Meetings are an opportunity to grow 

and build a stronger team and practice, but they are also an opportunity to waste time, 

increase risk and miss opportunities.

We hope you find this resource useful in helping you create an action plan for Coronavirus. 

It can also be used as a template for dealing with any challenge, issue or problem facing the 

practice.

We welcome feedback and ideas so we can create an improved version which we will release.

If you got value from this resource then join the free beta of Agendali.com - benefit from 

online meeting management software with free template agendas.

Conclusion
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Appendix 
Agenda Coronavirus Impact Review | Client Version

Purpose, objective and desired outcome
To create a plan to reduce the impact of the Coronavirus on the business and support the 

government's objective to minimise and slow down the spread

Duration
60 minutes

Attendees 

Partner

Client’s management team

Preparation
All attendees read the situation report.

Topic 1 – Introduction
    State the purpose of the meeting to create a Coronavirus action plan as part of a 
    Business Continuation Plan to:

        Reduce risk and financial impact 

        Support the government's objective to minimise and slow down the spread to 
        reduce pressure on the NHS

        Explore if there is an opportunity to generate revenue

        Explore if there is an opportunity to provide support to the community

    Review the situation report using the prompt questions

    Get agreement of the level of risk to the practice
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Topic 2 – Employees
    Our duty of care

        Self-isolate

        Advise of sick pay

        Encourage employees taking sick days

    Consider a remote working policy

    Policy client visits

        Encourage video meetings  

        No shaking hands 

    Policy on events

        Defer non-essential training

        Reduce attendees 

Topic 3 – IT & Cybersecurity   

    Data security risk of homeworking

    What IT is required?

        Hardware

        Remote working

        Video conferencing

    What data security risks need to be addressed and managed?

Topic 4 – Marketing & Business Development   
    Events and exhibitions

        Switch seminars for webinars

    Budget and resource

        Use free and low cost marketing

        Stop marketing that is not proving a return 

        Do we need to step up our investment
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Topic 5 – Purpose
    What can we do to support our industry?  

    How can we help our local community?

Topic 6 – Financial Impact
The key objective to protect cash and maintain profits.    

    Review cash flow forecast

        Clients paying slower

        Bad debts

        Fewer new clients

        Clients moving to lower-priced competitors 

        Clients asking for lower prices because profits are hit

    Customers

        Offer prompt payment discounts

        Offer “pay in advance” packages

    Suppliers 

        Take advantage of payment terms

        Consider finance for small capital items

    Rent & Rates

        Holiday from landlord

        Contact the County Council
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Topic 7 – Technology and Apps    

    Tax review

        Reduce 2019/20 interim payments

        Request time to pay

    Contact the bank

        Loan holidays

        Overdraft

    Alternative funding 

        Capitalise

    Owner and shareholders        

        Repay director’s loan

        Reduce dividends

        Introduce private capital

    Capital costs

        Defer or reduce expenditure

        Finance all costs

    Xero

        Invoice reminders

        Xero Business Manager

    Business planning

        LivePlan

    Reporting tools

        Clarity

        Fathom

        Float

        Fluidy

        Futrli

        Runagood 

        Spotlight

        Virtual Finance Director
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Topic 8 – Action   

    Agreed actions

        Clients paying slower

        To do or project

        Person

        Deadline/timeline

    Notes

        Who is producing notes?

        When and how are they to be circulated?

    The date for the next review 

        Client has weekly internal update

        Monthly check-in with accountant
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According to an article in Business Leader the cost of unproductive meetings across the world 

is estimated at £412 billion.  Research conducted by STL Microsoft Training revealed that 

139 pointless and unproductive work meetings occur within SMEs every year costing just 

under £1 million annually.

The data reveals that the average SME employee attends 207 meetings every year of which 

139 (67%) are a waste of time by not achieving the goal set. When calculating the cost of this, 

the Harvard Business Review Meeting Cost Calculator suggests employers pay £28 for every 

hour spent per employee in a meeting.

Agendali is partnering that is partnering with accountants to help improve the lives of 

business owner’s one meeting at a time. With the use of cloud based meeting management 

software, template meeting agendas and guidance our goal is to help businesses improve 

leadership and management by have better meetings. 

Research by Bloom and Van Reenen shows that a single-point improvement in management 

practices (rated on a five-point scale) is associated with the same increase in output as a 

25% increase in the labour force or a 65% in invested capital.

Better meetings mean a better business that delivers more value to its owner, as well as its 

employees, customers and suppliers. Better businesses also play a role in building a better 

society through tax contributions and social causes. 

Visit Agendali.com and join the beta and work with us to eradicate unproductive meetings.

About Agendali


